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w xIn 1 , Lin and Cheng study the difference equation,
x y x q px q qx s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,nq1 n nyt nys
and they find explicit necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the
real parameters p, q and integral parameters t and s for which every
solution of the preceding equation oscillates. Such conditions are impor-
tant because they provide yardsticks for measuring the sharpness of the
various necessary andror sufficient criteria obtained or to be obtained for
more general difference equations.
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In this article, we intend to study a much more involved equation,
x y x q px q qx q rx s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 1 .nq1 n nyt nys nyd
where p, q, r are real numbers and t , s , d are positive integers satisfying
0 - t - s - d . After much computer experimentation and guess work, we
are now able to determine the exact range of the six parameters for which
 .every solution of 1 oscillates.
Because there are six parameters involved, a variety of different situa-
tions are expected. However, under the assumption that 0 - t - s - d ,
the size of the parameter p becomes crucial and only five cases are
w xneeded. However, as in 1 , our investigations are based on the theory of
w xenvelopes 2 . For the sake of completeness, we briefly go through the
essentials of the theory of envelopes which are needed in the sequel.
Given a family of curves, a curve that is tangent at each of its points to
some curve of the family is called the envelope of the given family. For a
family of plane curves given by an equation of the form,
h l; q , r s 0, .
where q and r are the coordinates of points in the plane and l is a
 .parameter, every point x, y of its envelope satisfies the pair of equations,
h l; x , y s 0; h l, x , y s 0. .  .l
We remark that this pair of equations determine a discriminant curve of
the family which may contain points other than those which belong to the
envelope. However, when the family of plane curves do not have ``singular
points,'' such points cannot exist. However, as we will see in the following
text, the families of plane curves in our article contain nothing more than
straight lines and hence they do not have singular points.
 .Because 1 is a recurrence relation, an existence and uniqueness
 .theorem is valid for its solutions, whereby a solution of 1 , we mean a real
 4  4sequence of the form x defined for n G ymax t , s , d s yd andn
 .  .satisfies the relation 1 . However, as is customary, a solution of 1 is said
to be oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor eventually negative.
w x  .Because it is well known 3 that every solution of 1 is oscillatory if, and
only if, the characteristic equation,
lnq1 y ln q plnyt q qlnys q rlnyd s 0, 2 .
 .of 1 has no positive roots, we need to determine the values of the
parameters p, q, r, t , s , d for which the characteristic equation does or
does not have any positive roots. To accomplish our goals, we will, as
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mentioned earlier, consider five different and exhaustive cases,
p F 0, 3 .
t t
0 - p F , 4 .tq1
t q 1 .
tt s ts
- p F , 5 .tq1 s y t t q 1 t q 1 s q 1 .  .  .  .t q 1 .
ts ts
s y t t q 1 t q 1 s q 1 .  .  .  .
t
sd tsd
- p - , 6 .
s y t d y t t q 1 t q 1 s q 1 d q 1 .  .  .  .  .  .
and
t
sd tsd
p G . 7 .
s y t d y t t q 1 t q 1 s q 1 d q 1 .  .  .  .  .  .
To facilitate discussions, we will also employ the following notations,
tsd
l# s ,
t q 1 s q 1 d q 1 .  .  .
ts
Ul s ,
t q 1 s q 1 .  .
tÄl s ,
t q 1
and
yytt
tq1 tG t ; x , y s x q 1 t y xt q x y t p . .  .  .
d y s
The functions,
dls y d q 1 lsq1 y d y t plsyt .  .
x l s yG l; d , s s , 8 .  .  .
d y s
and
s q 1 ldq1 y sld q s y t pldyt .  .
y l s G l; s , d s 9 .  .  .
d y s
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will play special roles in later developments. For this reason, we first
briefly go through some of the essential properties of these two functions.
First of all, because,
dslsy1 y d q 1 d q 1 ls y d y t s y t plsyty1 .  .  .  .
Xx l s , .
d y s
if we let
d y s xX l .  .
F l s y . syty1l
s d q 1 s q 1 ltq1 y sdlt q d y t s y t p , 10 .  .  .  .  .
then
FX l s t q 1 s q 1 d q 1 lty1 l y l# , .  .  .  .  .
where l# was previously defined.
 .  . .Under the condition that p F 0, we have F 0 q s s y t d y t p
X .  . X .  .  .F 0, F l - 0 on 0, l# , F l ) 0 for l g l#, ` and lim F l slª`
`. Furthermore,
sd
tF l# s y l# q s y t d y t p - 0. .  .  .
t q 1
 . 1.  .  .Thus the function F l has a unique root l in l#, ` so that F l - 01
 1..  .  1. .  . X .on 0, l and F l ) 0 on l , ` . We remark that in view of 10 , x l1 1
1.  . X .  1..has the same unique root l in l#, ` , and x l ) 0 on 0, l as well1 1
X .  1. .as x l - 0 on l , ` . Similar remarks will apply for the other three1
cases to be discussed in the following test.
 . t  .tq1Under the condition 4 , that is, 0 - p F t r t q 1 , we have
 .  . . X .  . X .F 0 q s s y t d y t p ) 0, F l - 0 on 0, l# , F l ) 0 on
 .  .l#, ` and lim F l s `. Furthermore,lª`
t t
tq1 tF l# F d q 1 s q 1 l# y sdl# q d y t s y t .  .  .  .  . tq1
t q 1 .
t t tys dt s d s y t d y t .  .
F y .t ttq1 sds q 1 d q 1 .  .t q 1 .
We assert that the last term is negative. Indeed, consider the function,
tt y t t q 1
c t s , t ) t . .  /t t
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 .  .Because c t q s 0, lim c t s 1 andt ª`
ty1t q 1 .
Xc t s t t q 1 G 0, .  . tq2t
 .thus c t - 1 for t ) t . This implies
t y t tt
- ,tt t q 1 .
and consequently,
s y t s t d y t d t
0 - - , 0 - - ,t t
s ds q 1 d q 1 .  .
 .  . 2. 2.and F l# - 0. Thus the function F l has two unique roots l , l1 2
2. 2.  .  2..  .satisfying 0 - l - l# - l - ` so that F l ) 0 on 0, l , F l - 01 2 1
 2. 2..  .  2. .on l , l and F l ) 0 on l , ` .1 2 2
 .  .  .  . .Under the conditions 5 or 6 , we have F 0 q s s y t d y t p )
X .  . X .  .  .0, F l - 0 on 0, l# , F l ) 0 on l#, ` and lim F l s `. Fur-lª`
thermore,
sd
tq1 t tF l# F d q 1 s q 1 l# y s dl# q l# - 0. .  .  .
t q 1
 .However, as in the previous case, the function F l has two unique roots
3. 3. 3. 3.  .l , l satisfying 0 - l - l# - l - ` so that F l ) 0 on1 2 1 2
 3..  .  3. 3..  .  3. .0, l , F l - 0 on l , l and F l ) 0 on l , ` . However, if the1 1 2 2
 .condition 6 holds, we have
ttq1ts ts
UF l s d q 1 s q 1 y sd .  .  .
t q 1 s q 1 t q 1 s q 1 .  .  .  .
q d y t s y t p .  .
td y t s ts .
s y q d y t s y t p .  .
t q 1 t q 1 s q 1 .  .
td y t s ts .
) y
t q 1 t q 1 s q 1 .  .
ts ts
q d y t s 0, .
t q 1 t q 1 s q 1 .  .
we also know that l# - l3. - lU.2
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 .  .  . .Under the condition 7 , we have F 0 q s s y t d y t p ) 0,
X .  . X .  .  .F l - 0 on 0, l# , F l ) 0 on l#, ` and lim F l s `. Further-lª`
more,
sd
tF l# s y l# q s y t d y t p .  .  .
t q 1
sd sd
t tG y l# q l# s 0.
t q 1 t q 1
 .  .Thus the function F l is positive on 0, ` except possibly at l#.
 .  .Next note that the function y l defined by 9 is similar in form to the
 .  .function x l defined by 8 . Therefore, similar properties are expected.
Indeed, note that
d y s yX l .  .
tq1 ts s q 1 d q 1 l y dsl q d y t s y t p .  .  .  .dyty1l
s F l , .
thus the following lemma is now clear.
 .  . X . X .LEMMA 1. i Under condition 3 , x l and y l ha¨e the unique root
1.  . X . X .  1.. X .l in l#, ` , and x l ) 0, y l - 0 on 0, l , as well as x l - 0,1 1
X .  1. .  .  . X . X .y l ) 0 on l , ` ; ii under the condition 4 , x l and y l ha¨e the1
2. 2. 2. 2. X .two unique roots l , l satisfying 0 - l - l# - l - `, and x l - 0,1 2 1 2
X .  2.. X . X .  2. 2..y l ) 0 on 0, l , and x l ) 0, y l - 0 on l , l , as well as1 1 2
X . X .  2. .  .  .  . X .x l - 0, y l ) 0 on l , ` ; iii under the conditions 5 or 6 , x l2
X . 3. 3. 3. 3.and y l ha¨e the two unique roots l , l satisfying 0 - l - l# - l1 2 1 2
X . X .  3.. X . X .- `, and x l - 0, y l ) 0 on 0, l , and x l ) 0, y l - 0 on1
 3. 3.. X . X .  3. .  .l , l , as well as x l - 0, y l ) 0 on l , ` ; iv under the condi-1 2 2
 . X . X . 3. 3.tion 6 , x l and y l ha¨e the two unique roots l , l satisfying1 2
3. 3. U X . X .  3..0 - l - l# - l - l - `, and x l - 0, y l ) 0 on 0, l , and1 2 1
X . X .  3. 3.. X . X .x l ) 0, y l - 0 on l , l , as well as x l - 0, y l ) 0 on1 2
 3. .  .  . X .l , ` ; and finally v under the condition 7 , x l is negati¨ e although2
X .  .y l is negati¨ e on 0, ` , except possibly at l#.
 U .THEOREM 1. Suppose p F 0. Let t# be the unique root in l , ` of the
 .  .equation G t; s , d s 0. Then the characteristic equation 2 does not ha¨e
 .  .any positi¨ e roots if , and only if , either i q ) yG t#; d , s and r G 0, or,
 .  .  U . Uii q F yG t#; d , s and r ) G t ; s , d , where t is the unique root in
w .  .t#, ` of the equation q s yG t; d , s .
Proof. When p is fixed, the characteristic equation can be written as
h l; q , r ' ldq1 y ld q pldyt q qldys q r s 0. 11 .  .
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 .Because we are concerned with positive roots of 11 , attention is re-
 .stricted to the case where l ) 0. We will treat each pair q, r as a point in
the plane and we will seek the exact region containing these points over
which the characteristic equation has or does not have a positive root. First
 .  .of all, because lim h l; q, r s ` and h 0 q ; q, r s r, it is clear thatlª`
 .  .when q, r has a negative second coordinate, h l; q, r will have a positive
w x  .root. Next, as in 1 , we can interpret 11 as an equation describing a
family C of straight lines where q and r are the coordinates of point of
the straight lines and l is a parameter. By giving l a specific numerical
value, we obtain the equation of one of the straight lines of the family. In
 .our case, it is clear that for each positive l, 11 is the equation of a
 .straight line. Thus the envelope of the family of curves defined by 11 is
determined by the pair of equations,
h l; x , y s 0, .
h l; x , y s d q 1 ld y dldy1 q d y t pldyty1 .  .  .l
q d y s xldysy1 s 0. .
The corresponding pair of parametric equations are easily obtained and
given by
sytl
t tq1x l s dl y d q 1 l y d y t p s yG l; d , s , 12 .  .  .  .  .
d y s
dytl
tq1 ty l s s q 1 l y sl q s y t p s G l; s , d , 13 .  .  .  .  .
d y s
 .  .where l ) 0. The polynomials x l and y l were defined previously by
 .  .8 and 9 , respectively, and their monotonic properties were also dis-
cussed in Lemma 1. Therefore, we may infer from the derivatives
X . X .x l , y l ,
dy
dyss yl ,
dx
and
22 dy2 sqtd y d y s l .
s ,2 tq1 tdx s q 1 d q 1 l y s dl q d y t s y t p .  .  .  .
and other easily obtained information that the envelope C is composed of
 .two curves C and C as shown in Fig. 1. The turning point q , r1 2 1 1
corresponds to the point which is the unique maximal point of the function
 .  . 1.x l in the interval 0, ` and is therefore the unique root l in the1
 . X .interval l#, ` of the equation x l s 0. The first piece C corresponds1
 1..to the case where l g 0, l and the second piece C to the case where1 2
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FIGURE 1
w 1. . 1  .l g l , ` . Furthermore, the function y s C x is strictly decreasing1 1
 .  .and is concave over the interval 0, q , although the function y s C x is1 2
 .strictly decreasing and is convex over the integral y`, q . Let V be the1
set of all points in the plane which are located above the curve C or the2
x-axis,
<V s q , r r G 0, and r ) C q over y`, q . 4 .  .  .2 1
 .It is then easily seen that for each point q, r contained in V, there
cannot be any tangent of the envelope which also passes through this
 .point, although for each point q, r outside V and satisfying r G 0, such a
tangent can be drawn. This statement needs a proof but in view of Fig. 1, it
can be obtained by elementary means. Note that a member of the family
 .C defined by h l; q, r s 0 and l ) 0 corresponds to a tangent of the
 .envelope C through the point q, r . Thus in terms of the characteristic
 .equation 11 , the foregoing observations, together with the fact that the
 .characteristic equation always has a positive root when q, r is in the
 .interior of the lower half plane, imply that h l; q, r cannot have any
 .positive roots if, and only if, q, r belongs to V.
1We used the same notation to denote a curve and also the function which describes it.
This practice is convenient and is followed in later proofs.
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Next, we need to characterize the region V in analytic terms. First of all,
 .the curve C intersects the x-axis at some unique point q , 0 . To locate2 2
 .  U .it, we first show that y l s 0 has a unique root in l , ` . Indeed, let
f l s ltyd d y s y l s ltyd d y s G l; s , d , 14 .  .  .  .  .  .
because
ts
X U Uty1f l s t q 1 s q 1 l l y l , l s , .  .  .  .
t q 1 s q 1 .  .
 .  . X U .we see that the function f l satisfies lim f l s `, f l s 0,lª`
X .  U .  .  .f l - 0 for l g 0, l , f 0 s s y t p F 0, and
tU Uf l s ys l q s y t p - 0. .  .  .
 .  U . X .  U .Thus f l - 0 for l g 0, l , f l ) 0 for l g l , ` . These imply
 .  .  U .that there is a unique root t# of y l , or G l; s , d , in l , ` as required.
 U .Once we have determined t# by solving for the unique root in l , ` of
 .  .the equation G l; s , d s 0, we can then calculate q s x t# s2
 .yG t#; d , s , and the region V is then given by
< <V s q , r q ) x t# , r G 0 j q , r y ` - q F x t# , r ) C q . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .2
 .Finally, because for each point q, r on the curve C , its second coordi-2
 .nate can be determined by first solving the equation q s x l s
 . U y1 .yG l; d , s for two unique roots and picking the larger one t s x q
 U .G t#, and then calculating r s y t , we see finally that
< < UV s q , r q ) x t# , r G 0 j q , r y ` - q F x t# , r ) y t . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .
The proof is complete.
t  .tq1THEOREM 2. Suppose 0 - p F t r t q 1 . Let t# be the unique root
 .  .  .in l, ` of the equation G t; s , d s 0. Then the characteristic equation 2
 .  .does not ha¨e any positi¨ e roots if , and only if , either i q ) yG t#; d , s
 .  .  U . Uand r G 0, or, ii q F yG t#; d , s and r ) G t , s , d , where t is the
w .  .unique root in t#, ` of the equation q s yG t; d , s .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and hence will be
sketched. The characteristic equation is the same as before. Furthermore,
for the same reasons stated in the proof of Theorem 1, attention is
restricted to the case where l ) 0 and r G 0. The parametric equations of
 .  .the envelope C are also given by 12 and 13 . However, the envelope C is
now composed of three curves C , C , and C as depicted in Fig. 2. The1 2 3
 .  .turning points q , r and q , r correspond to the unique minimal and1 1 2 2
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FIGURE 2
2. 2.  .  .maximal points l and l of the function x l in 0, ` . However, as1 2
explained earlier, we have 0 - l2. - l# - l2. - `. The first curve C1 2 1
 2..corresponds to the case where l g 0, l , the second curve C corre-1 2
w 2. 2..sponds to the case where l g l , l and the third curve C corre-1 2 3
w 2. .  .sponds to the case where l g l , ` . The function y s C x is strictly2 1
 .  .decreasing and is strictly convex over q , 0 , the function y s C x is1 2
w .strictly decreasing and is strictly concave over q , q , although the func-1 2
 .  xtion y s C x is strictly decreasing and is strictly convex over y`, q .3 2
 .The curve C intersects the x-axis at a unique point q , 0 where q ) 0.3 3 3
 .  .Indeed, let us consider the same function f l defined by 14 again.
X .  U .  .Because f l ) 0 for l g l , ` , lim f l s `, andlª`
Ä Ätq1 Ätf l s s q 1 l y sl q s y t p .  . .
tt
s s y t p y F 0, . tq1
t q 1 .
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Ä . w .we see that y l has a unique root t# in l, ` . Furthermore,
sytt#
tq1 tq s x t# s y d q 1 t# y d t# q d y t p .  .  .3 d y s
t#syt
s y
d y s s q 1 .  .
tq1 t= s q 1 d q 1 t# y s q 1 d t# q s q 1 d y t p .  .  .  .  .
tq1 ty s q 1 d q 1 t# q s d q 1 t# y s y t d q 1 p .  .  .  .  .
t#syt
ts y y d y s t# q d y s t q 1 p .  .  .
d y s s q 1 .  .
t#sq1
ts t# y t q 1 p . 15 .  .
s q 1
 .Under condition 4 , we see further that
t#sq1
tq s t# y t q 1 p G 0, .3 s q 1
as desired. These show that the curves C , C , and C are nonintersecting1 2 3
 .cf. Fig. 3 . If we now define
< <V s q , r q ) x t# , r G 0 j q , r y ` - q F x t# , r ) C q , 4  4 .  .  .  .  .3
 .as before, then the characteristic equation h l; q, r s 0 cannot have any
 .positive roots if, and only if, q, r belongs to V. The proof is complete.
 . 3.THEOREM 3. Suppose condition 5 is satisfied. Let l be the unique1
U Ä .  .minimal point of yG l; d , s and let t# be the unique root in l , l of the
 .  .equation G t; s , d s 0. Then the characteristic equation 2 does not ha¨e
 .  .any positi¨ e roots if , and only if , either i q ) 0 and r G 0; or, ii
 .  U . UyG t#; d , s - q F 0 and r ) G t ; s , d , where t is the unique root in
 3..  .  .  3. .0, l of the equation q s yG t; d , s ; or, iii q - yG l ; d , s and1 1
 UU . UU  .r ) G t ; s , d , where t is the unique root in t#, ` of the equation
 .  .  3. .  .q s yG t; d , s ; or, iv yG l ; d , s F q F yG t#; d , s and r G1
  X .  Y .4 X Ymax G t ; s , d , G t ; s , d , where t , t are, respecti¨ ely, the unique roots in
 3.x w .  .the inter¨ als 0, l and t#, ` of the equation q s yG l; d , s .1
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FIGURE 3
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and hence is sketched.
The characteristic equation is the same as before. Furthermore, for the
same reasons stated in the proof of Theorem 1, attention is restricted to
the case where l ) 0 and r G 0. The parametric equations of the envelope
 .  .C are also given by 12 and 13 . However, the envelope C is now
composed of three curves C , C , and C as depicted in Fig. 3. The turning1 2 3
 .  .points q , r and q , r correspond to the unique minimal and maximal1 1 2 2
3. 3.  .  .points l and l of the function x l in 0, ` . However, as explained1 2
earlier, we have 0 - l3. - l# - l3. - `. The first curve C corresponds1 2 1
 3..to the case where l g 0, l , the second curve C corresponds to the1 2
w 3. 3..case where l g l , l and the third curve C corresponds to the case1 2 3
w 3. .  .where l g l , ` . The function y s C x is strictly decreasing and is2 1
 .  .strictly convex over q , 0 , the function y s C x is strictly decreasing1 2
w .  .and is strictly concave over q , q , although the function y s C x is1 2 3
 xstrictly decreasing and is strictly convex over y`, q . The curve C2 3
 .intersects the x-axis at a unique point q , 0 where q - 0. Indeed, let us3 3
 .  . consider the same function f l defined by 14 again. Recall that see the
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. X .  U .  .proof of Theorem 1 f l ) 0 for l g l , ` , lim f l s `,lª`
ttq1U U Uf l s s q 1 l y s l q s y t p .  .  .  .  .
t ts t s
s y q s y t p . /  /t q 1 t q 1 s q 1
t ts t s
F y  /  /t q 1 s q 1 s q 1
ts ts
q s y t - 0, .
s y t t q 1 t q 1 s q 1 .  .  .  .
and
Ä Ätq1 Ätf l s s q 1 l y sl q s y t p .  . .
tt
s s y t p y ) 0, . tq1
t q 1 .
U Ä .  .we see that y l has a unique root t# in l , l . Furthermore, in view of
 .  .15 and condition 5 , we see that
t#sq1
tq s t# y t q 1 p - 0, .3 s q 1
as required. These show that the curves C and C intersect at a unique1 3
point in the interior of the second quadrant and that the first coordinate of
 .the point of intersection is strictly between q and x t# . If we now define1
V to be the union of the sets,
<q , r q ) 0, r G 0 , 4 .
<q , r x t# - q F 0, r ) C q , 4 .  .  .1
< 3.q , r q - x l , r ) C q , .  . 4 .1 3
and
< 3.q , r x l F q F x t# , r ) max C q , C q , 4 .  .  .  . 4 .1 1 3
 .then the characteristic equation h l; q, r s 0 cannot have any positive
 .roots if, and only if, q, r belongs to V. The proof is complete.
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 .We remark that if the condition 5 in the preceding theorem is replaced
 .  .by either 5 or 6 , i.e.,
ttt sd tsd
- p F ,
tq1 s y t d y t t q 1 t q 1 s q 1 d q 1 .  .  .  .  .  .t q 1 .
we can still write down a corresponding oscillation criterion which turns
out to be the same conclusion of the following theorem. However, the
conclusion in Theorem 3 is more precise so that less work is needed in
making decisions.
 . 3.THEOREM 4. Suppose the condition 6 is satisfied. Let l be the unique1
 . 3.minimal point of yG l; d , s and let l be its unique maximal point. Then2
 .the characteristic equation 2 does not ha¨e any positi¨ e roots if , and only if ,
 .  .  3. .either i q ) 0 and r G 0; or ii yG l ; d , s - q F 0 and r )2
 U . U  3..G t ; s , d , where t is the unique root in 0, l of the equation q s1
 .  .  3. .  UU . UUyG t; d , s ; or iii q - yG l ; d , s and r ) G t ; s , d , where t is1
 3. .  .  .the unique root in l , ` of the equation q s yG t; d , s ; or iv2
 3. .  3. .   X .  Y .4yG l ; d , s F q F yG l ; d , s and r ) max G t ; s , d , G t ; s , d1 2
X Y  3..where t , t are, respecti¨ ely, the unique roots in the inter¨ als 0, l and1
 3. .  .l , ` of the equation q s yG l; d , s .2
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and hence is sketched.
The characteristic equation is the same as before. Furthermore, for the
same reasons stated in the proof of Theorem 1, attention is restricted to
the case where l ) 0 and r G 0. The parametric equations of the envelope
 .  .C are also given by 12 and 13 . However, the envelope C is not
composed of three curves C , C , and C as depicted in Fig. 4. The turning1 2 3
 .  .points q , r and q , r correspond to the unique minimal and maximal1 1 2 2
3. 3.  .  .points l and l of the function x l in 0, ` . However, as explained1 2
earlier, we have 0 - l3. - l# - l3. - lU - `. The first curve C corre-1 2 1
 3..sponds to the case where l g 0, l , the second curve C corresponds to1 2
w 3. 3..the case where l g l , l and the third curve C corresponds to the1 2 3
w 3. .  .case where l g l , ` . The function y s C x is strictly decreasing and2 1
 .  .is strictly convex over q , 0 , the function y s C x is strictly decreasing1 2
w .  .and is strictly concave over q , q , although the function y s C x is1 2 3
 x strictly decreasing and is strictly convex over y`, q . The curve C and2 2
.hence C as well as C is situated above the horizontal axis. Indeed, this1 3
 .  .follows from the fact that the function f l defined by 14 satisfies
 .  U x 3. Uf l - 0 for l g 0, l and that l - l . If we now define V to be the2
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FIGURE 4
union of the sets,
<q , r q ) 0, r G 0 , 4 .
< 3.q , r x l - q F 0, r ) C q , .  . 4 .2 1
< 3.q , r q - x l , r ) C q , .  . 4 .1 3
and
< 3. 3.q , r x l F q F x l , r ) max C q , C q , 4 .  .  . 4 .  .1 2 1 3
 .then the characteristic equation h l; q, r s 0 cannot have any positive
 .roots if, and only if, q, r belongs to V. The proof is complete.
 .THEOREM 5. Suppose the condition 7 holds. Then the characteristic
 .  .equation 2 does not ha¨e any positi¨ e roots if , and only if , either i q ) 0
 .  U . Uand r G 0, or ii q F 0 and r ) G t ; s , d , where t is the unique root in
 .  .0, ` of the equation q s yG t; d , s .
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The proof of this case is relatively easy. The envelope C of the family of
 .curves defined by 11 is depicted in Fig. 5. It corresponds to the case
 .  .  .where l g 0, ` and the function y s C x over y`, 0 is strictly de-
creasing and is strictly convex. If we let
< <V s q , r q ) 0, r G 0 j q , r q F 0, r ) C q , 4  4 .  .  .
 .then the characteristic equation h l; q, r s 0 cannot have any positive
 .roots if, and only if, q, r belongs to V.
To illustrate the use of our theorems, we consider several examples.
First of all, consider the equation,
x y x y 5x y 51 x q 150 x s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 16 .nq1 n ny1 ny2 ny3
Here, p s y5, q s y51, r s 150, t s 1, s s 2, d s 3. Because p F 0,
we may try to apply Theorem 1. The required data can easily be calculated:
lU s 1r3,
2  2 4G l; s , d s l 3l y 2l y 5 , .
 .  .t# s 5r3, yG t#; d , s s 175r27. Because q s y51 F yG t#; d , s , we
 . U w .solve the equation y51 s yG t; d , s for the unique root t in 5r3, `
U  U .and we obtain t s 3. Because r s 150 ) G t ; s , d s 144, we see that
 .every solution of 16 oscillates.
FIGURE 5
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Next, consider the equation,
41 102,355 1
x y x q x q x q x s 0,nq1 n ny1 ny2 ny31323 1,354,752 50
n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 17 .
t  .tq1Because 0 - p F t r t q 1 s 1r4, we try to apply Theorem 2. The
Ärequired data can easily be calculated: l s 1r2,
41
2 2G l; s , d s l 3l y 2l y , .  51323
 .t# s 41r63, yG t#; d , s s 31,939r320,047. Because q s 102,355r
 .1,354,752 - 31,939r320,047, we solve the equation q s yG ; d , s for the
U w . Uunique root t in t#, ` and obtain t s 11r16. Because r s 1r50 -
 U .  .G t ; s , d , we see that 17 has a nonoscillatory solution.
Next consider the equation,
4
x y x q x q 5x q 27x s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 18 .nq1 n ny2 ny5 ny725
Because
4 t t
s - p
tq127 t q 1 .
ts ts 125
- s ,
s y t t q 1 t q 1 s q 1 729 .  .  .  .
we try to apply Theorem 3. However, because q s 5 ) 0 and r s 27 ) 0,
 .we see that every solution of 18 oscillates.
Finally, we consider the equation,
96
x y x q 2 x y x q 2 x s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 19 .nq1 n ny1 ny3 ny425
Because
t
sd tsd 3
p G s ,
s y t d y t t q 1 t q 1 s q 1 d q 1 10 .  .  .  .  .  .
we try to apply Theorem 4. Because q F 0, we solve the equation q s
 . U  . UyG l; 4, 3 for the unique root t in 0, ` and we obtain t s 4r5.
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 .  .Because r s 2 F G 4r5; 3, 4 , we see that Eq. 19 has a nonoscillatory
solution.
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